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Overview of course

1) The Process of Cumulative Science

2) The Single Experiment – Experimental data, tools in R for 
working with data and plotting data, reproducibility

3) Repeating an Experiment – Intro to statistical concepts, 
replication of experiments

4) Aggregating Many Experiments – Meta-analysis



Repeating an experiment

• “Replication” – core tenet of science
• Many examples (Zettersten & Lupyan, 2020, IDS vs. ADS, Mutual exclusivity, 

Vohs & Schooler, 2017)

• In each of these cases, we want to know how one or more 
replications compare to each other.
• Discussed several statistical tools for evaluating this (p-values, 

confidence intervals, effect sizes)

• In many cases in psychology, we see failed replications (and we 
talked about tools for fixing that, e.g. pre-registration)
• So far, we’ve mostly compared outcomes for two replications – but 

what if we have many replications?
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A repeated experiment

Midterm 11bAssignment 5



Many estimates of the size of an effect 
across many repeated experiments. 



How do we summarize this pattern?

”The Madison Lab replicated the 
finding that infants prefer infant 
directed speech, while the other five 
labs did not.”

That throws out a lot of 
information!!



Summarizing literatures is a more general 
challenge in psychology

Psychological literatures 
are almost always 
conflicting

Qualitative literature 
reviews are:
• not very precise
• difficult when there 

are many studies

(Tsuji,	et	al.	2014)



Meta-analysis

A quantitative approach to summarizing results across studies

Meta-analytic 
effect size estimate



Meta-analysis at the top of the evidence 
hierarchy



Why do a meta-analysis?

1. Summarize what has been done in literature

2. Theory development – compare strength of 
different effects and moderating factors

3. Evaluate bias in literature (e.g. file drawer)

4. Estimate an effect size so you can determine a 
sample 

N	=	?



History of meta-analysis
• Mid-1970s: many studies had 

accumulated that were important to 
social decision policies
• e.g. do students learn more when class sizes 

are smaller?
• Research findings were conflicting, 

implications unclear, so test moderator 
variables, answers still unclear -> difficult to 
get funding

• Glass (1976): Research findings were not 
as conflicting as appeared
• Using meta-analysis, reveals cumulative 

patterns

• The first “big data”
(Gurevitch, et al. 2018)



How are meta-analyses presented?

1. Stand-alone publications 
(~ literature review)

2. As part of an 
experimental paper 
(meta-analysis + new 
experiments)

3. Within-paper meta-
analysis  (“mini-meta-
analysis”)

(Lewis & Frank, 2016)



How do you do a meta-analysis? 

(1a) Collect studies (1b) Code (2) Aggregate

ES	=	.6



How do you aggregate?

• The goal of a meta-analysis is to estimate the true population 
effect size
• Treat each study as an sample effect size from a population of 

studies 
• Aggregate using quantitative methods (e.g. averaging)
• Get point estimate of the true effect size with measure of 

certainty

More precise estimate of effect size than from single study.



Population
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Use samples to estimate 
population.

Cohen’s d = .7



How do we go from samples to an 
estimate of the population?

• Basically, just average all the effect sizes in our sample.
• Weighting by sample size



What to aggregate in the meta-analysis?

• P-values give you a yes/no answer – is the difference significant 
or not? (“vote counting”)
• Effect sizes (e.g. Cohen’s d) – how big is the effect and what 

direction is it in?

• “Statistical significance is the least interesting thing about the 
results. You should describe the results in terms of measures of 
magnitude – not just, does a treatment affect people, but how 
much does it affect them.” - Gene Glass



Review: Effect size measures

• For any statistical test you conduct, can compute 
effect size (in principle)
• ES depends on design
•Can convert between ES metrics



Standardized measure of the size of an effect when you 
have a categorical IV and a continuous DV.

Cohen’s d: 

Review: Cohen’s d

diff.	between	means

standard	dev.
Effect	Size	=
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Effect Size

−1 0 1 2 3
Effect Size

Cohen’s d confidence interval
n1 = 24
n2 = 24



Pearson’s r

Correlation coefficient

Standardized measure of the 
size of an effect when you have 
a continuous IV and a 
continuous DV.

Ranges from -1 to 1

Typically don’t have to calculate 
it (reported in paper)



An example meta-analysis: Mutual 
exclusivity 
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An example: Mutual exclusivity 

Where’s the dofa?

chance

.65

.13

d

Bion, et al. (2013)
For 24 mo, mean proportion of trials fixating on novel 
object = .65 (SD = .13)



Grand effect size
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Pool effect sizes across 
studies, weighting by 
sample size

“Forest plot”



More practice coding effect sizes from 
papers



Practice coding effect sizes

• In groups, calculate an effect size for the two age groups in 
Deak, et al. (2001) in Experiment 1.
• Note that another name for ”mutual exclusivity” is 

“disambiguation”
• You’ll have to dig into the paper a little bit to find the relevant 

numbers. 
• If you have time, you can also calculate the confidence intervals 

on the effect sizes. 



Next Time: Choosing an MA topic 

(in press, Developmental Science)

• Guest lecture by Anjie Cao (former MRM student)!
• Read her (almost published!) paper


